1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

Continuous cardiac monitoring has become increasingly important for early detection of cardiovascular diseases by recording electrocardiogram (ECG) signals \[[@C1]--[@C3]\]. In continuous monitoring, ECG signal is corrupted by different noises which include baseline wander (BW), power line interference (PLI), muscle artefact (MA) and instrumentation noise (IN) \[[@C2], [@C3]\]. Example of these noises is illustrated in Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. It can be noted from Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} that presence of these low-frequency (LF) and high-frequency (HF) noises results in inaccurate estimation of characteristics points, feature extraction, beat segmentation, alert generation during long-term recordings which can lead to wrong diagnostic decisions. Identification of noisy ECG segments in steady or Holter recordings is of particular importance since these signals are of no clinical use \[[@C1]\]. Therefore, it is very important to analyse the signal quality before signal analysis, feature extraction, deterioration identification, alarm generation and risk stratification \[[@C4]\]. Therefore, signal quality assessment (SQA) of acquired cardiac signals is an important process at the initial stage of implementing a decision system or computer-aided system to avoid incorrect decisions \[[@C4]\]. Furthermore, SQA can help in suppressing false alarms, identifying the improper placement of sensors, distributing resources adequately in a clinical setting, precise or robust extraction of clinically relevant features \[[@C5]\]. Fig. 1ECG signals with different types of artefacts and noise*a* ECG corrupted with BWs noise*b* ECG corrupted with MAs*c* ECG corrupted added with AWGN at SNR = 5 dB and*d* ECG corrupted added with PLI noise

SQA is the semi-automated process of rejecting corrupted signals with the help of a human operator \[[@C6]\]. Generally, this subjective measure of signal quality analysis can be time-consuming, costly and prone to error during long-term measurements. Furthermore, this problem is more profound in many applications moving toward multi-channel arrays \[[@C7]\]. Therefore, there is a need of automated algorithms which can help to screen the signals at the front end of any decision-making system. Furthermore, it can prompt the operator for reacquisition when quality is poor. Thus, the quality appraisal of the recorded signals plays an important aspect in the vision of providing continuous health monitoring. Also, not only the noise detection in SQA but also classification of noises is also extremely important for selecting noise-specific and computational simple denoising algorithm \[[@C3]\].

1.1. ECG SQA techniques {#s1a}
-----------------------

In the literature, many SQA techniques have been proposed based on the simple thresholding, morphological change detection, QRS and fiducial point detection, machine learning approaches, higher order statics, temporal domain statistics, transform domain and signal decomposition. In \[[@C1]\] Orphanidou *et al.* proposed heuristic rules for quality appraisal of ECG and photplethsmogram (PPG) signals using extracted features based on the QRS or pulse portions, RR intervals, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$RR_{\max }/RR_{\min }$\end{document}$, and template matching. In \[[@C8]\], quality appraisal is accomplished based on regularity in the shape of PQRST complexes and ensemble averaging of PQRST complexes. Furthermore, effect on myocardial ischemia alarms due to motion artefact has been analysed in an ambulatory ECG leads. In \[[@C9]\] Naseri and Homaeinezhad proposed a machine learning approach based on the neural network followed by energy-based index and correlation analysis for quality appraisal of ECG signal.

In \[[@C10]\], Behar *et al.* derived signal quality indices (SQIs) for the different varieties of arrhythmias and for the reduction of false alarm using a trained support vector machine (SVM) classifier. In \[[@C11]\], ECG signal quality is labelled as *unacceptable* based on the lead absence, spike detection, lead crossing points and robustness of QRS detection. In \[[@C12]\], Clifford *et al.* employed higher order moments and spectral energy information for SQIs and data fusion. Then, multi-layer perceptron, artificial neural network and SVM are trained using moments and energy features for determining clinical acceptability of ECGs. In \[[@C13]\], Hayn *et al.* proposed ECG SQA for patient treatment in m-Health applications. The method relies on signal parameters, crossing counts among various leads, and R-peak amplitude versus noise-amplitude ratio. In \[[@C14]\], Lee *et al.* exploited empirical mode decomposition (EMD) followed by statistical approaches for automatic motion artefact detection. A novel SQI is proposed for PPG, arterial blood pressure and ECG based on adaptive multi-channel prediction in \[[@C15]\]. In \[[@C16], [@C17]\], LF and HF information of local waves of ECG signals and noises are extracted using various decomposition techniques followed by different temporal features for the detection and classification of ECG noises. In \[[@C18]\], a Daubechies wavelet-based method is proposed for assessing the ECG signal with unacceptable quality using heuristic rules and temporal features.

Many of the techniques based on the detection of QRS complex, R-R interval and fiducial points from the input ECG signal are not suitable for SQA since detection of correct R-R interval, QRS complex, fiducial points is difficult due to frequent variation in PQRST morphology in the ECG signal and under severe noises \[[@C16], [@C17]\]. Many machine learning-based SQA techniques require a large number of ECG beats with different morphological shapes and noises for improving the detection accuracy \[[@C19]\]. Although detection and classification of ECG noises based on signal and noise separation using various decomposition techniques provide a promising approach, the accuracy of detection and classification highly depends on decomposition techniques. For example, in EMD-based SQA techniques, localised components of ECG signal and noises are segregated over a number of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Under this situation, it is quite challenging to identify the noisy IMFs from the signal IMFs \[[@C16]\]. In wavelet-based techniques, the wavelet coefficients of BW, PLI, and MA noises and ECG signal are dispersed over detail and approximation subbands. Although the spectral range of each wavelet subband is known, characterisation of noisy subband is quite challenging under time-varying PQRST morphologies and noise characteristics. Thus, selection of the wavelet filter, decomposition level and characteristic subband is quite difficult. Therefore, in this Letter, sparse signal decomposition (SSD) of ECG signal on mixed codebooks is exploited for signal separation followed by low-level feature extraction to detect and classify different ECG noises including BW, MA, PLI, and IN.

2. Proposed ECG noise detection and classification technique {#s2}
============================================================

In this section, the sparse representation of ECG signal on mixed hybrid overcomplete codebooks is briefly described for simultaneously extracting the local components of ECG signal and different noises such as BW, PLI, MA and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

2.1. ECG signal decomposition on hybrid codebooks {#s2a}
-------------------------------------------------

A composite ECG signal (with its local waves and noises) ***x*** can be adequately represented on hybrid mixed codebook $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\bf \Phi } \in {\opf R}^{P \times Q}$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$P \lt Q$\end{document}$, including temporal-bound and spectral-bound elementary waveforms \[[@C20]--[@C22]\]. Hence, ECG signal for a predefined mixed codebook can be expressed as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$${\bi x} = {\bf \Phi }\alpha = \sum\limits_{k = 1}^Q \alpha _k\phi _k\eqno\lpar 1\rpar $$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\alpha = \lsqb \alpha _1\comma \; \alpha _2\comma \; \ldots \alpha _Q\rsqb $\end{document}$ is the sparse transformed vector, which can be derived from an overcomplete codebook. The overcomplete codebook can be constructed using analytical orthogonal functions or beat patterns by exploiting the prior knowledge about the temporal and spectral characteristics of ECG local waves and noises \[[@C20]--[@C22]\]. Hence, spectral-domain bound components such as LF components of an ECG signal and BW and PLI noises can be effectively modelled using sinusoidal waveforms \[[@C20]--[@C22]\]. The spike-like components of MAs and AWGN may be modelled as impulsive elementary waveforms. It is worth to note that the high spectral components of QRS complex are also captured by these elementary waveforms. This codebook provides an efficient sparse representation for ECG local waves as well as noises. Thus, the codebook including both temporal-bound and spectral-bound signals is derived from different orthogonal functions to provide adequate representations of ECG signals and inherent noises \[[@C20]--[@C22]\]. In this Letter, the ECG signal is decomposed using the overcomplete mixed codebook with a size of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$${\bf \Phi } = \lsqb {\bf \Phi }_{{\rm BW}}\vert {\bf \Phi }_{{\rm LF}}\vert {\bf \Phi }_{{\rm PLI}}\vert {\bf \Phi }_{{\rm HF}}\rsqb \comma \; \eqno\lpar 2\rpar $$\end{document}$$where *P* denotes the length of the ECG signal ***x*** and *Q* denotes the number of orthogonal waveforms. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\bf \Phi }_{{\rm BW}}$\end{document}$ denotes the codebook of elementary waveforms of BW to capture the BW components present in the signal. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\bf \Phi }_{{\rm LF}}$\end{document}$ denotes the codebook containing LF elementary waveforms to capture the P wave, T wave and LF portions of QRS complexes. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\bf \Phi }_{{\rm PLI}}$\end{document}$ denotes the codebook of the elementary waveforms of power line frequencies to capture the PLI noise components present in the signal. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$P \times P$\end{document}$ denotes identity codebook to capture spike-like components such as MAs, AWGN or HF components of QRS complex that are well bound in the temporal domain. The BW codebook $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\bf \Phi }_{{\rm PLI}}$\end{document}$ codebooks are constructed using the orthogonal sine and cosine signals derived from the discrete sine and cosine functions to capture the information of the noise components including the BW, PLI, and local ECG waves including the P-wave, T-wave and wide QRS complexes. The codebooks ***S*** and ***C*** both with size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$P \times K$\end{document}$ contain a set of elementary sine and cosine signals, respectively, for a known spectral bin range of each aforementioned codebook, which can be computed similar to \[[@C20]--[@C22]\] and can be written as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this work, both discrete cosine and sine elementary waveforms are used to avoid signal discontinuities at the segment boundaries \[[@C20]\]. The computational complexity for estimating the sparse coefficients relies upon the dimension of the codebook and the number of iterations taken by the algorithm \[[@C20], [@C21], [@C23]\]. Codebook can be learned based on the characteristics of the signals of interests for specific type of applications such as event identification, parameter estimation, compression and denoising problems \[[@C20], [@C21]\]. Since the main goal is to detect and classify the presence of ECG noises, spectral-bound codebooks $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\bf \Phi }_{{\rm LF}}$\end{document}$ are constructed based upon the dominant spectral ranges of the BW, the PLI and the ECG local waves, respectively. In this Letter, spectral bin ranges of \[0--1\] Hz, \[47--53\] Hz and \[1--6\] Hz for the sinusoidal codebooks $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$F_{\rm s}$\end{document}$ is the sampling rate and *P* denotes the length of the signal. Then, the orthogonal sine and cosine basis signals are calculated for desired spectral bin ranges. The LF component P/T wave and wide QRS complexes are adequately captured by the LF codebook $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The main goal is to estimate the sparse coefficients which can adequately capture all ECG local waves and ECG noises including BW, PLI, MA, AWGN compactly. These sparse coefficients can be estimated by well-known $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2.2. Statistical features for detection and classification of ECG noises {#s2b}
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In this Letter, different statistical features are applied on the decomposed components, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### 2.2.1. BW noise detection {#s2b1}
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Then, implementing amplitude thresholding rule with a predefined threshold $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### 2.2.2. PLI detection {#s2b2}

SSD exploits the information of elementary waveforms of the power line frequency. Therefore, information about 50/60 Hz frequency is adequately captured in the decomposed signal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to discriminate the MA from PLI (under severe MA), HZCRR is employed. In such cases, dynamic amplitude range of zero-crossings in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### 2.2.3. HF detection and classification {#s2b3}
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}{}${\bi x}_{{\rm HF}}$\end{document}$ contains QRS complex as well as dense spiky HF noise (MA and AWGN) as shown in Figs. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. It is very important to detect the presence of HF noise before classification of MA and AWGN. It can be observed from Figs. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} that amplitude of zero-crossings is increased. Therefore, information of the amplitude and number of zero-crossings is employed to detect the presence of HF noise. The zero-crossing computation and amplitude thresholding stages are implemented based on the overlapped segmentation of the HF signal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Hence, all the noises can be classified using SSD and statistical features.

3. Results and discussion {#s3}
=========================

In this section, the detection and classification performance of the proposed technique is evaluated using a variety of ECG signals taken from three publicly available databases, i.e. Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Boston\'s Beth Israel Hospital (MIT-BIH) arrhythmia database (MITBIHAD), MIT-BIH polysmnographic database (MITBIHPD) and Fantasia database (FD).

3.1. Databases and performance metrics {#s3a}
--------------------------------------

MITBIHAD contains 48 records of ECGs for two leads \[[@C27]\]. Each signal is recorded longer than 30-min and digitised at 360 samples/s with sample resolution of 11-bits per sample \[[@C27]\]. The database contains ECG signals with normal sinus rhythm (NSR) and different arrhythmias including atrial fibrillation, supraventricular tachyarrhythmia, atrial flutter, sinus bradycardia, ventricular tachycardia, ventricular flutter, atrial premature beat, premature ventricular contraction, left bundle branch block, right bundle branch block \[[@C27]\]. MITBIHPD consists of four physiological signals ECG, blood pressure, EEG (electroencephalogram) and respiratory signal \[[@C28]\]. ECG signals are taken from the database for evaluating the proposed technique. This database contains long recordings (varying in time for different records) of the ECG signal recorded at a sampling frequency of 250 Hz and 12-bit resolution \[[@C28]\]. The FD consists of 2 h of continuous supine resting ECG signals recorded from 20 young and 20 elderly subjects. Each signal was digitised at 250 Hz with 12/16-bit resolution \[[@C29]\].

Mostly, ECG records consist of different kinds of PQRST morphologies and contaminated by various kinds of artefacts and noises including BW, PLI and MA. For creating the PLI annotated database with ECGs + PLI, sinusoidal noise is added with varying amplitude and frequency ranging from 47 to 52 Hz. Similarly, other noises including, BW and MA are added in noise-free ECG signal to increase the test ECG segments using synthetic noise generator available in \[[@C30]\]. Consequently, for ECG corrupted with AWGN noise, WGN is added with 0 to 15 dB SNR. The ECG records were taken from all records of MITBIHAD, MITBIHPD and FD. Then, a large ECG signal database is constructed for each class (i.e. Clean, BW, MA, PLI, AWGN) and combination of classes from various records of all three databases. For all the records, ground-truth annotation was performed using two experts by visually inspecting the records. In case of disagreement of both experts, we have discarded those ECG segments and those segments are not included in the created database. Five benchmark parameters such as sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp), positive predicitivity (+P), accuracy (A), and classification accuracy ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$A_{\rm c}$\end{document}$) are computed for evaluating the proposed technique as in \[[@C17]\].

3.2. Performance evaluation {#s3b}
---------------------------

Table [1](#TB1){ref-type="table"} depicts the comparative performance of the proposed technique as compared to existing methods in detecting the various ECG noises. All the ECG segments are divided into three categories: Acceptable/unacceptable ECG segments with NSR; Acceptable/unacceptable ECG segments with ventricular arrhythmias; Acceptable/unacceptable ECG segments with atrial arrhythmias. Five existing SQA techniques including QRS complex features and template matching \[[@C1]\], correlation between PQRST morphologies of ECG beats \[[@C8]\], QRS detection and RR interval features and heuristics rules \[[@C11]\], Wavelet-based technique \[[@C17]\], and moving average filter and low-level features \[[@C31]\] are implemented. It is evident from the table that the proposed technique provides superior detection performance over existing SQA techniques. The proposed technique achieves an average Se of 99.40%, Sp of 98.49% and A of 99.17% in detecting all types of ECG noises. Table 1Comparative detection results of different techniquesGroupTotal seg.CleanNoisyTPTNFPFNSeSpARef. \[[@C1]\]I600025003500227114041096122964.8956.1661.25II600254346280671876680.9226.3857.83III500117383278279010572.5823.0861.00Ref. \[[@C8]\]I600025003500210414241076139660.1156.9658.80II60025434622713511911965.6153.1560.33III500117383204496817953.2641.8850.60Ref. \[[@C11]\]I60002500350022011546954129962.8961.8462.45II6002543462307018411666.4727.5650.00III500117383249873013465.0174.3667.20Ref. \[[@C17]\]I60002500350034622488123898.9199.5299.17II6002543463422504498.8498.4398.67III50011738338311430100.0097.4499.40Ref. \[[@C31]\]I6000250035003181223126931990.8989.2490.20II600254346317204422991.6282.9388.01III500117383346104133790.3488.8990.00proposedI60002500350034672490103399.0699.6099.28II6002543463432504399.1398.4398.83III50011738338311430100.0097.4499.40[^1]

Table [2](#TB2){ref-type="table"} depicts the average classification performance of the proposed technique for ECG signals taken from all three databases in terms of benchmark parameters such as sensitivity (Se), positive predicitivity (+P) and classification accuracy ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$A_{\rm c}$\end{document}$). The proposed technique achieves a classification accuracy of 97% approximately for all ECG and noise classes taken from all three databases as shown in Table [2](#TB2){ref-type="table"}. It is clear from the results that SSD enables to detect the presence of BW, PLI and HF noise from the subsequent decomposed signals using simple statistical parameters. Although all databases provide good Se, +P and classification accuracy, it is important to identify the unacceptable recording of signal by detecting the type of noise. However, one can bypass the step of classification by neglecting the unacceptable records after detecting HF noise itself which may further improve the detection accuracy of the proposed technique. It is evident from the results that the proposed technique can be suitable for detecting most commonly encountered noise types including BW, PLI, MA, AWGN and mixture noise types including BW + PLI, and BW + MA. Table 2Average classification results of the proposed techniqueSignal typeTotal seg.TPFPFNSe, %+P, %$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$A_{\rm c}$\end{document}$, %clean39823957592599.3798.5397.92BW34823458552499.3198.4397.77MA36723628304498.8099.1898.00PLI39423931781199.7298.0597.79AWGN39523875357798.0599.1097.19BW + MA36623621754198.8897.9796.90BW + PLI30322936279696.8399.0995.98BW + AWGN314230203712296.1298.7995.00MA + PLI33423323571999.4398.3197.76PLI + AWGN39223881444198.9598.8897.86BW + PLI + MA26922652754098.5197.2595.84BW + PLI + AWGN34523406144698.6799.5998.27total42,27441,68858658698.5598.6097.19

4. Conclusion {#s4}
=============

In this Letter, a new technique is presented for detection and classification of ECG noises based on SSD on mixed codebooks and statistical features such as dynamic amplitude range, HZCRR, kurtosis measures, ZCR. The proposed detection and classification technique is evaluated using a wide variety of clean and noisy ECG signals taken from three publicly available MITBIHAD, MIT-BIH polysomnographic database and FD. Results demonstrate that the proposed technique achieves the average detection accuracy of above 99% in detecting all kinds of ECG noises. Furthermore, average results show that the technique can achieve an average sensitivity (Se) of 98.55%, positive productivity (+P) of 98.60% and classification accuracy of 97.19% for all three databases.

[^1]: Note: I = Acceptable/unacceptable quality of ECG signals with NSR; II = Acceptable/unacceptable quality of ECG signals with ventricular arrhythmias; III = Acceptable/unacceptable quality of ECG signals with atrial arrhythmias.
